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There is quite a bit of “scuttlebutt” on the googles today as to whether actress Anna Torv will leave
the Fox series Fringe, killing off the show’s protagonist Olivia Dunham. Scuttlebutt is what we
science show geeks do when any small ripple appears in our isolated entertainment universe-we
scuttle around on our bums looking for clues as to the direction of our stories. Often we may pick
fights with Eliza Dushku scuttlebutts, or Battlestar Galactica fans, but we’re generally content to
watch our shows and search for clues (I was an MST3K scuttlebutt for years. Yep. A grown man
watching puppets critique bad movies). The real question for fans at the mid-season finale (i.e.-
American Idol break) is not whether any of the actors will leave, be it Torv, Joshua Jackson, or
John Noble. They are the franchise and will more than likely see the show out. No, it’s a question of
whether Fringe will rebound and recapture its quality form next season. There is quite a lot lacking in
the episodes that have aired since the end of the World Series and it would be nice to see a
rebound to earlier form.

Earlier this year I wrote a  post about my excitement at the return of Fringe for the Fall
(“T.G.I.Fringe: The Return of T.V.’s Sharpest Drama” 9/18/09). I was and still am enthused about
the show, despite the fact that it has not lived up to the quality of season 1. This is the expected
sophomore slump. Season 2 started out with FBI agent Dunham returning from/to  the alternate
dimension and confronting William Bell (Leonard Nimoy). Viewers were treated during the first
season to an episodic creschendo building up as Dr. Jones worked to bridge the gap between
parallel earths and bring super soldiers into this world. This season, after a few Fall episodes, the
story thread (the Pattern) was left behind and viewers are left with to stand-alone shows for much of
the season. Often good stand-alone shows, but not part of the overall story arc. Little
disappointments are creeping in. Has anyone seen the Man in the Hat since one his brethren was
killed earlier this season? What of director Broyles? After his one episode back story revelation,
he’s also been relegated to the ancillary character file. Now, there is a “pattern” that each episode
follows rigorously and some of the fun of the show is gone. No more Walter-isms. No mention of
Massive Dynamic. No, each week follows another one of Dr. Bishop’s attempts to reconcile one of
his misbegotten creations as it causes havoc in the world.

Sadly, the problems started with cost cutting at Warner Brothers and Fox. Kirk Acevado’s
character agent Charlie Francis found himself thrown into a furnace by a dimension crossing
shape shifter early this season. The reality, as Acevado has publicly fumed about, was that his firing
(along with core staff) as part of a budget purge. Charlie was brought back, to the confusion of
many, in a re-heated leftover episode that didn’t even make the season 1 DVD cut. Killing Charlie
was the start of poor Fringe writing and formulaic episodes designed solely to have something in
the can. So, we’ve now reached finale time and next week’s show looks like a barn burner. Still, a
show that gave us a freshman season of barn burners could have done better all along.
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